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SIMPLE STEPS,  HUGE IMPACT

JOURNAL AND PHOTO 

Map your yard, your neighborhood. Draw that plant, 

 bird, or tree. Write down those thoughts. Tell that

story. Take a picture, not a thousand, just a few. Notice

how everything is changing, sometimes slowly,

sometimes quickly. Notice how you are changing.

Capture it. 

CAPTURE YOUR EXPERIENCES

GO OUTSIDE

The sun rises and announces a brand new day. It calls

us to remember. The earth is our life. Just do it. Go

outside. Sit, relax, run, explore. Study the stars, feel the

wind, touch the soil. Listen to the silence and the

song. Turn off the TV and tune into the adventure that

awaits out of doors.

ADVENTURE AWAITS

MEET YOUR NEIGHBORS

Your yard, no matter how big or small is teaming with

life. Who else lives there? Which birds visit? What kind

of trees and plants are those? Which animals leave

their sign behind? What are the insects up to? Explore

the little wild places, make a list, and meet your

nature neighbors.

EXPLORING FIELD GUIDES

SIT SPOT

Find a sit spot and go there, often. Not too far, not for

too long. Keep it simple. Open your senses to the

natural world. Sit, quiet the mind, and listen deeply.

Try going at different times of the day, even at night.

You'll think better, feel better, you'll learn many things.

SENSORY AWARENESS MEETS AWESOMENESS

SENSORY WALK

Walk often. Take different routes. Slow down. Stop,

look, and listen. What do the birds say? How does the

sun feel? How does the earth smell?  What is growing

on? You will notice many things.

LESS POLLUTION, MORE BENEFITS
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Knowledge, Experience, Connection

Learrning from nature, in nature.
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